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UNCOMMON UNITY
WISDOM FOR THE CHURCH
IN AN AGE OF DIVISION

Richard Lints
“A crucial book.” —Timothy Keller, from the foreword

At once rigorous and
fleet, profound and
precise, this dynamic
chronicle of how the
Nicene Creed came
to be will make a
valuable addition
to the libraries of
Christian scholars.
—Publishers Weekly

THE NICENE CREED
AN INTRODUCTION

Phillip Cary
For centuries, the Nicene Creed has been central
to the church's confession. The Nicene Creed: An
Introduction by Phillip Cary explores the Creed's riches
with simplicity and clarity. Cary explains the history of
the Creed and walks through its meaning line by line.
Far from being abstract or irrelevant, the words of the
Creed carefully express what God has done in Christ
and through the Spirit. The Nicene Creed gives us the
gospel. It gives biblical Christians the words for what
we already believe. And when we profess the Creed, we
join the global church throughout history in declaring
the name and work of the one God—Father, Son,
and Spirit. Gain a fresh appreciation for the ancient
confession with Phillip Cary's help.
“Here is a truly inviting introduction to the faith once
delivered to the saints in baptism and continuously
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declared throughout the world in the church's confession.”
—Scott R. Swain, president and James Woodrow
Hassell Professor of Systematic Theology, Reformed
Theological Seminary
“Lively prose, engaging style, and endearing wit.”
—Kathryn Greene-McCreight, affiliate priest, Christ
Church, New Haven; spiritual director, Annand
Program, Yale Divinity School
“Phillip Cary's book is a harvest in a time of famine.”
—Matthew Barrett, author of Simply Trinity
and associate professor of Christian theology at
Midwestern Baptist Theological Seminary

Our world is facing increasing hostilities. Political and
cultural differences rage, even among people who otherwise
show goodwill. And the church is no stranger to extreme
polarization, theological backbiting, and political squabbling.
Jesus's prayer in John 17—that the church be one as he and the
Father are one—seems increasingly unattainable. But what if
Scripture actually provides the key for thinking about unity in
diversity?
In Uncommon Unity: Wisdom for the Church in an Age of
Division, Richard Lints explores the nature of diversity and
how Christians can think more clearly about unity in an
increasingly polarized age. Drawing on theological, historical,
and sociological resources, Lints exposes problems with the
inclusion narrative of democracy and shows a better way
forward for fostering unity in the midst of extreme diversity.
If we are to think rightly about diversity, wisdom is required
for the church in our late modern world. Through wisdom,
Christians can display real unity in diversity and bear witness of
the God who made them for himself as diverse members of his
one body.

“Uncommon Unity is filled
beginning to end with biblical
theology and thoughtful
historical reflection.
Buy, read, savor, act.”
—Ben Sasse, United States senator, Nebraska

AUTHOR
Phillip Cary is professor of philosophy at Eastern
University in Philadelphia and author of several books,
including Good News for Anxious Christians and The
Meaning of Protestant Theology.

AUTHOR
Richard Lints is senior consulting theologian, Redeemer City
to City, New York City. He was formerly provost and Andrew
Mutch Distinguished Professor of Theology at Gordon-Conwell
Theological Seminary in South Hamilton, Massachusetts. He is
the author of Identity and Idolatry and The Fabric of Theology.

Available 2023

Available October 2022

RELIGION / Christian Theology / History

RELIGION / Christian Living / Social Issues

978-1-6835-9633-2, Hardback (5×7.38), 248 pages, $19.99

978-1-6835-9641-7, Hardback (5.5×8.5), 288 pages, $29.99
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THE LORD'S
PRAYER
FOR ALL GOD'S CHILDREN

Natasha Kennedy
& Harold L. Senkbeil
Join FatCat, the friendly feline, as he learns
the Lord's Prayer—Jesus's prayer that teaches
us how to pray. This simple yet profound
prayer shapes children's love for God, need for
forgiveness from God, and dependence on God
for strength and protection. Learn the Lord's
Prayer and search for FatCat on every page!
Each petition of the Lord's Prayer has a full-page
illustration from Jesus's life and a reflection on
its meaning. With a list of Scripture references
and a guided family prayer, this FatCat book
helps God's children understand, memorize, and
pray the Lord's Prayer.
As a loving Father, God invites all his beloved
children to come to him. In a fun and friendly
way, The Lord's Prayer: For All God's Children
encourages children to pray to our Father with
reverence and boldness.

“This book is a delight
for children of God of all
ages.” —Robert Kolb
ILLUSTRATOR
Natasha Kennedy is a freelance illustrator and
homeschooling mom from Seattle, Washington.
She and her husband, Lindsay, have four children
and a grey kitty named Tiny.
AUTHOR
Harold L. Senkbeil is a grandpa and pastor. He
and his beloved Jane celebrated fifty years of
marriage before her death in December 2021.
They have three children and four grandchildren.
He loves to write. If you visit Waukesha,
Wisconsin you might see him and his grandkids
driving around on his '51 John Deere tractor,
Johnnie B.
Available October 2022
JUVENILE NONFICTION / Religious / Christian / Devotional
& Prayer, 978-1-6835-9645-5, Hardback (9×10), 32
pages, $17.99

THE APOSTLES'
CREED
FOR ALL GOD'S CHILDREN

Natasha Kennedy
& Ben Myers

THE LORD'S PRAYER
COLORING BOOK
Natasha Kennedy
Available October 2022
GAMES & ACTIVITIES / Coloring Books

978-1-6835-9696-7, Paperback
(8.5×11), 12 pages, $3.99

Because Jesus is risen, the world is made new.
This is the good news.
That's what I believe.
Join FatCat as he discovers what all God's
children believe. Everyone in God's big family
believes these truths. And if you believe, then
you are in that family too!
How do God's children grasp the message of
God's word? The church's answer has always
been the catechism—simple confessions of deep
truths. FatCat expresses the catechism in a fun
and accessible way for God's children of all ages.

THE APOSTLES' CREED
COLORING BOOK
Natasha Kennedy
Available February 2022
GAMES & ACTIVITIES / Coloring Books

978-1-6835-9625-7, Paperback
(8.5x11), 20 pages, $3.99

With vibrant illustrations and thoughtful
reflections for each line of the Apostles' Creed,
children can visualize, memorize, understand,
and confess the faith passed down over
centuries.

“Combines warm,
engaging artwork
that appeals to a
child's imagination
with plain biblical
explanations that do
not underestimate their
spiritual intelligence.”
—John W. Kleinig, pastor and
grandfather
AUTHOR
Ben Myers is a theologian and author from
Brisbane, Australia. He and his wife, Bella, have
five children, a dog named Archie, and a gray
tabby cat named Moonlight.
JUVENILE NONFICTION / Religious / Christian / Devotional
& Prayer, 978-1-6835-9574-8, Hardback (9×10), 44

6

pages, $17.99
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THE KING
OF CHRISTMAS

THE KING
OF EASTER

ALL GOD'S CHILDREN
SEARCH FOR JESUS

JESUS SEARCHES
FOR ALL GOD'S CHILDREN

Natasha Kennedy
& Todd R. Hains

Natasha Kennedy
& Todd R. Hains

"The star of the King of Christmas—where will
we find him?" Inspired by the story of the magi
and Mary's Magnificat and featuring a family
prayer, The King of Christmas invites children and
families to share the joy of searching for Jesus
during Advent.

“The King of Easter! Whom will he find and
save?” Following Jesus's journey from his birth
to the cross, his resurrection, and beyond, and
featuring a family prayer, The King of Easter
reminds us of the meaning of Easter and Jesus's
power to save.

Join FatCat and the wise men as they follow the
light of the Christmas star, journeying over sea
and field, through market and temple, to find
the King of Christmas. In each place they look, a
new friend joins their search.

Join FatCat and follow Jesus as he seeks and
saves the lost. Whether friends or enemies—if
they are lost, Jesus came to seek and save them.
At every step, he brings his new friends to join
the search.

The journey doesn't end at the manger. Once the
magi and their lively cast of friends and friendly
beasts find Jesus at the nativity scene, they ask
where else he can be found. On the cross? In the
tomb?

As Jesus journeys to the cross, he finds and saves
people—from his mother, Mary, at his birth, to
the thief on the cross beside him. But the Easter
story doesn't end at the cross, for Jesus is risen!
From Mary Magdalene, who searched for him
at the empty tomb, to Saul, who killed Jesus's
friends, Jesus continues to save.

And where do we find the King of Christmas
today? In his word, where he promises to be
found. Wherever his name and word are, you
will find him too. Merry Christmas to all God's
children!
ILLUSTRATOR
Natasha Kennedy is a freelance illustrator and
homeschooling mom from Seattle, Washington.
She and her husband, Lindsay, have four children
and a grey kitty named Tiny.
AUTHOR
Todd R. Hains is an editor at Lexham Press. He
and his wife, Veronica, have two children and two
grey cats—Crumpet and Utini.
Available October 2022
JUVENILE NONFICTION / Holidays & Celebrations / Christmas & Advent, 978-1-6835-9663-9, Hardback (9×10),
44 pages, $17.99

What about you? Has Jesus saved you? The King
of Easter still seeks and saves the lost, and he
is seeking you today. Happy Easter to all God's
children!

“This vibrant book
invites parents to
bring their children
along on the journey
to find the true king
of Christmas, the
Messiah, the Christ.”
—Phillip Cary
Available January 2023
JUVENILE NONFICTION / Holidays & Celebrations / Easter
& Lent, 978-1-6835-9686-8, Hardback (9×10), 56
pages, $17.99
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“Kleinig reminds us of
what happens to our
hearts when the word of
Christ gets into it and
changes it from the inside
out. To read this book
with open ears is already
to experience what it is
talking about.”

“This book is a work of
spiritual instruction by
one of the true spiritual
masters of our time.”

—Phillip Cary, author of Good News for Anxious Christians;
professor of philosophy, Eastern University

—Matthew Levering, James N. Jr. and Mary D.
Perry Chair of Theology, Mundelein Seminary

PIERCED BY LOVE
DIVINE READING WITH THE
CHRISTIAN TRADITION

Hans Boersma
Jesus is the point of reading the Bible. Christians read
Scripture to encounter Christ and be conformed to
his image. Scripture is no mere human text; it is God's
living word. So how should we read it?
For Christians throughout the centuries, the answer
has been lectio divina—“divine reading.” In Pierced by
Love: Divine Reading with the Christian Tradition, Hans
Boersma invites Christians to retrieve this ancient
and meditative way of reading the Bible. Lectio divina
is a sacramental reading. It aims to take us more
deeply into the life of God. Through practicing the
four movements of lectio divina—attentive reading,
extended meditation, prayerful reflection, and silent
resting—we have a structured and simple way to focus
on Christ, listen to the Spirit,
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and rest in God's love. We no longer simply read the
words of Scripture; instead, we read the face of God in
the eternal Word.

GOD'S WORD

Drawing insights from our forefathers, such as
Augustine, Anselm of Canterbury, and Bernard of
Clairvaux, Pierced by Love encourages Christians
to join the church's rich heritage of transformative
reading.

John W. Kleinig

AUTHOR
Hans Boersma is the Saint Benedict Servants of Christ
Chair in Ascetical Theology at Nashotah House in
Wisconsin, a priest in the Anglican Church in North
America, and the author of numerous books including
Seeing God, Heavenly Participation, and Five Things
Theologians Wish Biblical Scholars Knew.
Available February 2023

“You will come away marveling anew, as Peter did, at the words
of eternal life flowing from Jesus' mouth for your ears to hear
and your heart to believe.” —Harold L. Senkbeil, author of The
Care of Souls

A GUIDE TO HOLY SCRIPTURE
You read it. But do you understand it?
While the Bible is the most famous book in history, it can
be intimidating. Yet God's word is for us and all people. It
is living and active and has the power to save, give life, and
heal. Do we read the Bible attuned to the power of God's
word?
John W. Kleinig opens up the riches found in the Bible.
He likens God's word to a lavish meal that nourishes and
satisfies our souls. He shows us the centrality of Scripture
to Christian faith—the word through which the Father, Son,
and Holy Spirit speak with one voice to believers on Earth.

RELIGION / Biblical Studies / Exegesis & Hermeneutics

978-1-6835-9677-6, Hardback (5.5×8.25), 280 pages,
$22.99

AUTHOR
John W. Kleinig is a retired lecturer at Australian Lutheran
College and an ordained pastor in the Lutheran Church of
Australia. He is the author of numerous books, including
Wonderfully Made, Grace upon Grace: Spirituality for Today,
and commentaries on Hebrews and Leviticus.
Available February 2023
RELIGION / Christianity / Catechisms

978-1-6835-9643-1, Hardback (5×7), 192 pages, $18.99

CHRISTIAN ESSENTIALS SERIES
The Apostles' Creed: A Guide to the Ancient Catechism
978-1-6835-9088-0, Hardback (5x7), 168 pages, $17.99

“An excellent primer for all Christians about the Bible as a
whole.” —Rachel Joy Welcher, author of Talking Back to Purity
Culture

Baptism: A Guide to Life from Death
978-1-6835-9463-5, Hardback (5x7), 128 pages, $15.99

“A delightful invitation to the rich feast Jesus provides us in his
word.” —Tyler R. Wittman, co-author of Biblical Reasoning;
assistant professor of theology, New Orleans Baptist
Theological Seminary

The Ten Commandments: A Guide to the Perfect Law of
Liberty | 978-1-6835-9355-3, Hardback (5x7), 104 pages, $15.99

The Lord's Prayer: A Guide to Praying to Our Father
978-1-6835-9318-8, Hardback (5x7), 144 pages, $15.99

Email: Orders@LexhamPress.com | Phone: 1-800-875-6467 | LexhamPress.com
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NEO-CALVINISM
A THEOLOGICAL
INTRODUCTION

Cory C. Brock
& N. Gray Sutanto
Abraham Kuyper and Herman Bavinck sparked a
theological tradition in the Netherlands that came to
be known as Neo-Calvinism. While studies in NeoCalvinism have focused primarily on its political and
philosophical insights, its theology has received less
attention.
In Neo-Calvinism: A Theological Introduction, Cory
C. Brock and N. Gray Sutanto present the unique
dogmatic contributions of the tradition. Each chapter
focuses on a distinct theological aspect, such as
revelation, creation, salvation, and ecclesiology.
Neo-Calvinism produced rich theological work that
yields promise for contemporary dogmatics. This book
invites readers into this rich theological trajectory.
“This is a book that has long been needed. Finally, it's
here!” —Nicholas Wolterstorff, Noah Porter Professor
Emeritus of Philosophical Theology, Yale University
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“Essential reading
for all students of
Reformed theology.”

“Tolkien Dogmatics
is likely to become
a standard text for
interested laypeople and
literary critics as well as
professional theologians
when discussing the
theology of the maker
of Middle-earth.”

—James Eglinton, Meldrum Senior Lecturer in
Reformed Theology, University of Edinburgh

—Thomas Honegger, Friedrich Schiller University,
Jena, Germany

“Gray Sutanto and Cory Brock provide readers with a
state-of-the-art introduction to the theological agenda of
neo-Calvinism. I highly recommend it.”
—Oliver Crisp, principal of St. Mary's College; head of
the School of Divinity, University of St. Andrews
AUTHORS
Cory C. Brock is minister at St Columba's Free Church
of Scotland in Edinburgh and adjunct lecturer in
theology at Edinburgh Theological Seminary and
Belhaven University in Jackson, Mississippi. He is
author of Orthodox Yet Modern: Herman Bavinck's Use
of Friedrich Schleiermacher and co-editor of the T&T
Clark Handbook on Neo-Calvinism.
N. Gray Sutanto is assistant professor of systematic
theology at Reformed Theological Seminary in
Washington, DC, and author of God and Knowledge:
Herman Bavinck's Theological Epistemology of God. He
is an associate fellow at the Neo-Calvinism Research
Institute.
Available January 2023
RELIGION / Christian Theology / Systematic

TOLKIEN DOGMATICS
THEOLOGY THROUGH
MYTHOLOGY WITH THE
MAKER OF MIDDLE-EARTH

Austin M. Freeman
J. R. R. Tolkien was many things: English Catholic,
father and husband, survivor of two world wars,
Oxford professor, and author. But he was also a
theologian. Tolkien's writings exhibit a coherent
theology of God and his works, but Tolkien did not
present his views with systematic arguments. Rather,
he expressed theology through story.
In Tolkien Dogmatics, Austin M. Freeman inspects
Tolkien's entire corpus—The Hobbit, The Lord of the
Rings, and beyond—as a window into his theology.
In his stories, lectures, and letters, Tolkien creatively
and carefully engaged with his Christian faith. Tolkien
Dogmatics is a comprehensive manual of Tolkien's
theological thought arranged in traditional systematic

theology categories, with sections on God, revelation,
creation, evil, Christ and salvation, the church,
and last things. Through Tolkien's imagination, we
reencounter our faith.
“This is a well-researched, one-of-a-kind work that will
appeal especially to those who have gone out the front door
to engage in the dangerous business of walking the Way of
Christ, pursuing their own adventures as inhabitants of
the twenty-first-century, demystified Middle-West.”
—Kevin J. Vanhoozer, research professor of systematic
theology, Trinity Evangelical Divinity School
AUTHOR
Austin M. Freeman is a lecturer at Houston Baptist
University and a classical school teacher.
Available November 2022
RELIGION / Christian Theology / General

978-1-6835-9667-7, Paperback (5.5×7.75), 488 pages,
$26.99

978-1-6835-9646-2, Hardback (5.75×8.75), 352 pages,
$36.99

Email: Orders@LexhamPress.com | Phone: 1-800-875-6467 | LexhamPress.com
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WHAT GRACE IS
MEDITATIONS ON
THE MERCY OF OUR GOD

Craig A. Evans
Grace is not limited to God. If one of God's
characteristics is grace, it should be one of ours also.
Grace runs throughout Christian Scripture, from
Genesis to Revelation. But as we read the Bible, we
might miss the depth of what grace truly is and what it
means for us.
In What Grace Is, biblical scholar Craig A. Evans
invites us to look at grace throughout the Bible, going
deep in examples from the book of Genesis and the
Gospel of Luke. Bringing together biblical insight and
personal wisdom, this short book will give readers a
new appreciation for grace in action—acts of kindness
and mercy exemplifying the kind of grace that can
only be described as divine. We live in an angry and
fractured world that desperately needs more of this
grace. What Grace Is encourages us to meditate on the
divine grace we have received and extend that same
grace to others.
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“Evans brings his vast
biblical knowledge
to bear on the Bible's
most important theme:
grace. Deep wisdom
is found in this short
book.”

“After the Bible, it's
the best book for new
adult Christians that
I know of.”

—Nijay K. Gupta, Northern Seminary

—Eric Schumacher

“There is no more learned resource for private devotional
and group Bible study on grace in the Bible than this book
by premier New Testament scholar, Craig Evans.”
—Judith M. Gundry, research scholar, Yale University
AUTHOR
Craig A. Evans is the John Bisagno Distinguished
Professor of Christian Origins in the School of
Christian Thought of Houston Baptist University. He
has published ninety books, spoken at conferences and
universities around the world, and appeared in several
television documentaries and news programs.
Available November 2022
RELIGION / Biblical Meditations / New Testament

978-1-6835-9637-0, Hardback (5×7), 136 pages, $16.99

WHO GOD IS
MEDITATIONS ON THE
CHARACTER OF OUR GOD

Ben Witherington III
RELIGION / Biblical Meditations / General

978-1-6835-9364-5, Hardback (5×7),
120 pages, $16.99

I'M A CHRISTIAN—
NOW WHAT?

life with Jesus. It ends with suggestions for helping
new Christians so that you can take the next step by
helping others.

A GUIDE TO YOUR NEW LIFE
WITH CHRIST

I'm a Christian—Now What? is a perfect handbook for
new believers and those who want to disciple them.

Aaron Armstrong

AUTHOR
Aaron Armstrong is a Canadian living in the United
States. He serves at his local church as a small group
leader, kids ministry teacher, and occasional Sunday
morning teacher. He loves to write, especially to
help people grow as followers of Jesus. He is the
author of multiple books and the writer of several
documentaries.

If you are a new Christian, you are on a new path. But
where are you going and how do you get there? As
an adult convert, Aaron Armstrong had to face these
questions himself. In I'm a Christian—Now What? A
Guide to Your New Life With Christ, Aaron helps you
take those important first steps, including:
•
•
•
•
•

How to read the Bible and pray
How to think about your favorite TV show
How to find the right church
How to disagree with other Christians
How to rethink sex and marriage

Available March 2023
RELIGION / Christian Living / Spiritual Growth

978-1-6835-9671-4, Paperback (5.25×8.25), 176 pages,
$16.99

You probably have a lot of questions. You might not
even know which questions to ask. This practical and
friendly book helps make sense of your new

Email: Orders@LexhamPress.com | Phone: 1-800-875-6467 | LexhamPress.com
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“Clarence and Dr.
Monique have gifted
us a beautiful example
of how the simple yet
often overlooked art of
authentic connection
brings powerful
healing into dark
places.”

“Eric's fresh, insightful,
and heartwarming
accounts of the
resurrection
appearances of Jesus
will bring help, hope,
and healing to many.”
—Colin S. Smith, senior pastor, The Orchard
Evangelical Free Church; founder and Bible
teacher, Open the Bible (openthebible.org)

UNEXPECTED JESUS
HOW THE RESURRECTED
CHRIST FINDS US, MEETS US,
HEALS US

Eric Rivera
“When I needed him, God showed up.”
Jesus shows up where we least expect him—to Mary
Magdalene in the garden, to the disciples on the road
to Emmaus, to Thomas when he is full of insecurity.
Just as the resurrected Jesus surprised his disciples, he
also surprises us today, showing up in the midst of our
sorrows, uncertainties, and joys.
In Unexpected Jesus, pastor Eric Rivera examines
Jesus's appearances after his resurrection to show
us how Jesus meets us today. Eric shares his own
stories of God showing up amid financial uncertainty,
pregnancy loss, a grim medical diagnosis within his
family, and the unrest and uncertainty of 2020. Eric's
insights will encourage readers as they look to meet
God in their own times of uncertainty.

16

The same Jesus who was present with his followers
meets us in our mess today. When we feel confused
or abandoned, Jesus finds us. When he arrives, the
master teacher meets us with questions and guides
us into a revelation of who he is. And as we walk with
him, he heals us and is faithful in his promise to be
with us always.
“Unexpected Jesus is a smoothly written book perfect for
anyone interested in a deeper, guided devotional read.”
—Emanuel Padilla, president of World Outspoken
“If you are feeling worn out, impatient, or battered by life,
this book will be a comfort for your soul.”
—David Robbins, president and CEO, FamilyLife
AUTHOR
Eric Rivera is lead pastor and church planter, with his
wife, Erikah, of The Brook, a multiethnic church in
Chicago. Eric is chair and assistant professor of the
pastoral theology department at Trinity Evangelical
Divinity School. He is author of Christ is Yours: The
Assurance of Salvation in the Puritan Theology of William
Gouge.
Available October 2022
RELIGION / Christian Living / Spiritual Growth

978-1-6835-9654-7, Paperback (5.25×8.25), 200 pages,
$16.99

—Alison Cook, author of The Best of You and
Boundaries for Your Soul

you will be guided to reflect on your own walk in
darkness and find ways back to joy.

FINDING HOPE
IN A DARK PLACE
FACING LONELINESS,
DEPRESSION, AND ANXIETY
WITH THE POWER OF GRACE

Clarence Shuler
with Monique S. Gadson
“When you're in a dark place, it is also a sacred place
because God is there with you.”
In this refreshingly candid book, author, life coach,
and conference speaker Clarence Shuler shares his
own story of depression and how, by God's grace, he
learned how to effectively manage it. Shuler's story
will help you receive grace in your own struggles.
Joining Clarence is Monique Gadson (affectionately
known as “Dr. Mo”), a licensed counselor who helped
Clarence escape a very dark place in his life. Learn
from Dr. Mo as she offers counseling insights and
expertise woven throughout Clarence's story, bringing
clarity and wisdom to anyone desperate for hope. In
the “Your Journey” section at the end of each chapter,

Finding Hope in a Dark Place—part memoir, part
mentorship, part workbook—will help you recognize
your own story in Clarence's and remind you that
hope is possible and worth pursuing. Even in the
darkness, God is with you in that sacred space.
“This book is an effort to help those who are struggling.”
—Gary Chapman, from the foreword
AUTHORS
Clarence Shuler is president and CEO of BLR:
Building Lasting Relationships, a counselor, diversity
consultant, speaker, and author of ten books. He
and Gary Chapman speak together at The Five Love
Languages, Date Night, and Life-Changing Cross-Cultural
Friendship events. Clarence and his wife Brenda
conduct marriage seminars internationally. They
reside in Colorado Springs, Colorado, and have three
adult daughters.
Available December 2022
RELIGION / Christian Living / Personal Growth

978-1-6835-9635-6, Paperback (5.25×8.25), 236 pages,
$16.99
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“For anyone who cares
about the church in
the modern world—
especially the issues of
institutional health for
the sake of the church
and global mission—
this is an important
work. A tale well told.”

LIVED THEOLOGY
SERIES

The Lived Theology series explores aspects of Christian doctrine through the eyes of the men
and women who practiced it. These books illuminate the vital contributions made by these
figures throughout the history of the church.

LIVING TOGETHER
IN UNITY WITH
DIETRICH BONHOEFFER

—Scott W. Sunquist, president, Gordon-Conwell
Theological Seminary

Nicholas J. Abraham

GREAT IS THY
FAITHFULNESS
THE TRINITY STORY

John D. Woodbridge, David M.
Gustafson, Scott M. Manetsch
& Bradley J. Gundlach
Starting from humble beginnings in the late
nineteenth century, the story of Trinity International
University and Trinity Evangelical Divinity School is
one of faithfulness.
In Great Is Thy Faithfulness, scholars John D.
Woodbridge, David M. Gustafson, Scott M. Manetsch,
and Bradley J. Gundlach trace the journey of Trinity
International University and Trinity Evangelical
Divinity School. In order to tell the story of
evangelicalism in America, one must know the story
of Trinity International University. Great Is Thy
Faithfulness is an essential resource for understanding
an institution that has been at the center of
evangelical theological life for decades. Readers will be
encouraged by God's faithfulness to his people.
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AUTHORS
John D. Woodbridge is research professor of church
history and the history of Christian thought at Trinity
Evangelical Divinity School. He has been on the
faculty since 1970.

The church needs community that is deep and real. In Living Together in
Unity with Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Nicholas J. Abraham reclaims Bonhoeffer's
vision for Christian community.
By exploring Bonhoeffer's life and writings, Abraham identifies the
foundations for community and how we can build upon them. Truly
Christian fellowship is through Jesus and in Jesus. It is created by Jesus
and maintained by the Spirit. Unity does not come through trending
techniques or correct opinions, but through love, forgiveness, and
God's word. Bonhoeffer provides a thoughtful and timely vision for life
together in Christ.

David M. Gustafson is chair of the mission and
evangelism department and associate professor
of evangelism and missional ministry at Trinity
Evangelical Divinity School. He has been on the
faculty since 2012.
Scott M. Manetsch is chair of the church history and
history of Christian thought department at Trinity
Evangelical Divinity School. He has been on the
faculty since 2000.
Bradley J. Gundlach is distinguished professor of
history and chair of the department of history at
Trinity International University. He has been on the
faculty since 1999.
Available November 2022

AUTHOR
Nicholas J. Abraham is lead pastor of Reformation Bible Church in
Navarre, Ohio.
Available February 2023

PREACHING THE WORD
WITH JOHN CHRYSOSTOM

RELIGION / Christian Living / Spiritual Growth

978-1-6835-9669-1, Paperback (5×8), 160 pages, $16.99

RELIGION / Christian Ministry / Preaching, 978-1-6835-9366-9, Paperback, (5x8),
120 pages, $12.99

RELIGION / Christian Church / History

978-1-6835-9632-5, Hardback (6×9), 296 pages, $34.99

ENGAGING THE WORLD
WITH ABRAHAM KUYPER
RELIGION / Christian Theology / General
978-1-6835-9242-6, Paperback, (5x8), 112
pages, $12.99
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“You are the fountain of life, light, and all grace and truth”
PIERCING
HEAVEN
PRAYERS OF
THE PURITANS

Ed. Robert Elmer

FOUNT OF HEAVEN
PRAYERS OF THE EARLY CHURCH

Ed. Robert Elmer
The hearts of the first Christians beat with praise for Christ. The
strength of their devotion is remarkable, considering the times
of uncertainty and persecution in which they lived. Despite all of
this, the early church flourished, sustained by the God to whom
they prayed.

“The prayers of this outstanding
book, adapted from the writings
of the Puritans and other highly
esteemed devotional writers,
will be a great help for those longing to seek God with all their
heart and all their mind.” —Joel R. Beeke, president, Puritan
Reformed Theological Seminary, and author of several
books on the Puritans
RELIGION / Prayerbooks / Christian

978-1-6835-9334-8, Hardcover (5.25×8.25), 336 pages, $24.99

Christians today have a lot to learn from the devotional life of
the early church. In Fount of Heaven, a collection of carefully
selected prayers from the first six centuries of the church, we
can pray with our spiritual forefathers. Prayers from luminaries
such as Clement of Rome, Irenaeus, and Augustine are arranged
by theme to reveal the right prayer for the moment. The prayers
have been slightly updated to read more easily, but they retain
their joy and mystery. As we turn to the prayers of the first
Christians, we can return to the foundations of our own faith.

PIERCING
HEAVEN
PRAYER
JOURNAL
PRAYERS OF
THE PURITANS

EDITOR
Robert Elmer is editor of Piercing Heaven: Prayers of the Puritans
and author of over fifty books of Christian fiction, devotion, and
apologetics. He and his family live in Lynden, Washington.

Ed. Robert Elmer
A new edition of Piercing
Heaven designed for notetaking and reflection.

Available September 2022
RELIGION / Christian Living / Prayer

978-1-6835-9628-8, Hardback (5.25×8.25), 368 pages, $24.99

With wider lined margins and a new introduction by
Jenny-Lyn de Klerk, readers of the Piercing Heaven Prayer
Journal will be able to pray more deeply with the Puritans
through note-taking and reflection.
Available February 2022
RELIGION / Prayerbooks / Christian

978-1-6835-9576-2, Hardback (7×8.25), 344 pages, $28.99
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“Everyone interested in
the Jewish context of New
Testament literature will
welcome the appearance of
the English translation of
Strack and Billerbeck’s classic
commentary that provides
myriads of
parallels
with rabbinic
literature.”
—Craig A. Evans, John
Bisagno Distinguished
Professor of Christian Origins,
Houston Baptist University

COMMENTARY ON THE NEW TESTAMENT
FROM THE TALMUD AND MIDRASH
VOLUME 1 | MATTHEW
VOLUME 2 | MARK THROUGH ACTS
VOLUME 3 | ROMANS THROUGH REVELATION

Hermann L. Strack & Paul Billerbeck
Hermann L. Strack and Paul Billerbeck's A Commentary
on the New Testament from the Talmud & Midrash is an
important reference work for illustrating the concepts,
theological background, and cultural assumptions of the
New Testament. The commentary walks through each New
Testament book verse by verse, referencing potentially
illuminating passages from the Talmud and Midrash and
providing easy access to the rich textual world of rabbinic
material. Volume 2 comments on the Gospels of Mark,
Luke, and John and the Acts of the Apostles. Volume 3
comments on Romans through Revelation.
Originally published between 1922 and 1928 as Kommentar
zum Neuen Testament aus Talmud und Midrasch, Strack and
Billerbeck's commentary has been unavailable in English
until now.
AUTHORS
Hermann Strack (1848–1922) was a German Orientalist and
theologian. He studied rabbinics under Jewish--Bohemian
scholar Moritz Steinschneider.
Paul Billerbeck (1853–1932) was a German Lutheran
minister and scholar of Judaism.
SERIES EDITOR
Jacob N. Cerone is a doctoral candidate at the Friedrich
Alexander University at Erlangen, Nuremberg, coauthor of
Daily Scriptures: 365 Readings in Hebrew, Greek, and Latin,
editor and translator of The Letter of the Roman Church to the
Corinthian Church from the Era of Domitian: 1 Clement, and
coeditor of The Pericope of the Adulteress in Contemporary
Research and Apostolic Fathers Greek Reader.

VOLUME I
Available December 2022
RELIGION / Biblical Commentary / New Testament / General

VOLUME II
“What a tremendous service to the academic community for providing
an English translation of this multifaceted, rich, and deeply learned
resource!” —Chris Tilling, head of research and senior lecturer in
New Testament studies, St Mellitus College, England
“I have long wished for an English translation of Strack-Billerbeck. [...]
Many, many thanks to Lexham for completing a project a long time in
the works.” —Craig L. Blomberg, Distinguished Professor of New
Testament, Denver Seminary
RELIGION / Biblical Commentary / New Testament / General

978-1-6835-9567-0, Hardback (7×10), 1024 pages, $64.99

VOLUME III
“To understand rabbinic Judaism comprehensively, we must go
elsewhere. But to understand the New Testament, we can go to this
rich compendium of sources, not to find ready-made answers to our
questions, but to provide a broader context for our exegetical inquiries. I
hope it will be widely used and stimulate fresh discussions of the Jewish
traditions it collects.” —Richard Bauckham, emeritus professor of
New Testament, St Andrews University, Scotland
“Everyone interested in the Jewish context of New Testament literature
will welcome the appearance of the English translation of Strack and
Billerbeck's classic commentary that provides myriads of parallels
with rabbinic literature. As an added bonus, David Instone-Brewer's
introduction very helpfully clarifies the proper use of this valuable
tool and at the same time answers the criticisms leveled against it
in its original German form.” —Craig A. Evans, John Bisagno
Distinguished Professor of Christian Origins, Houston Baptist
University
RELIGION / Biblical Commentary / New Testament / General

978-1-6835-9547-2, Hardback (7×10), 1050 pages, $64.99

978-1-6835-9664-6, Hardback (7×10), 1200 pages, $69.99
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SEE SCRIPTURE AS A WHOLE
The Evangelical Biblical Theology Commentary:
Scholarly exegesis, biblical theology, and life application
come together in a new commentary series.

JOB

Barry G. Webb
Job reveals a God we can trust, even in our darkest
moments.
Barry G. Webb explores the book of Job as a
reflection on the paradox of righteous suffering.
Job confronts the troubling issues that life throws
at us as we try to live in trusting obedience to
God. Wisdom shows us how to live in relation to
God when we don't have answers for all of life's
problems. With detailed exegesis and biblicaltheological synthesis, Webb explores Job's
unique theology of creation, evil, wisdom, justice,
redemption, and God's character, tracing these
themes across the canon.

AUTHOR
Barry G. Webb is senior research fellow emeritus
in Old Testament at Moore Theological College
in Newtown, Australia, and author of several
commentaries, including The Book of Judges (New
International Commentary on the Old Testament)
and Five Festal Garments: Christian Reflections on the
Song of Songs, Ruth, Lamentations, Ecclesiastes and
Esther (New Studies in Biblical Theology).
Available April 2023
RELIGION / Biblical Commentary / Old Testament / Poetry
& Wisdom Literature, 978-1-6835-9659-2, Hardback

(5.5×8.5), 672 pages, $54.99

The Evangelical Biblical Theology Commentary (EBTC)
series locates each biblical book within redemptive history
and illuminates its unique theological contributions. The
books, stories, poems, letters, and laws in Scripture have
unique theological themes. As you examine those ideas with
the EBTC, you'll see how they all come together to form a
unified mosaic of God's redemption, and you'll discover a
theology you can live out every day.

SERIES EDITORS
T. Desmond Alexander, general editor | Thomas R. Schreiner,
general editor | Andreas J. Köstenberger, general editor |
James M. Hamilton, assistant general editor | Kenneth A.
Matthews, assistant general editor | Terry L. Wilder,
assistant general editor
See more titles in this series at LexhamPress.com/EBTC.

MATTHEW
Charles L. Quarles
Charles L. Quarles demonstrates that the Gospel
of Matthew is foremost a testimony about Jesus.
Each pericope centers on Jesus and reveals
something about who he is, what he has done,
and what his disciples should do in response.
Quarles teases out Matthew's unique theological
presentation of Jesus's identity and work. Jesus
is the new and greater Moses and the new and
greater David who fulfills Old Testament hopes
by establishing God's covenant and kingdom. This
Gospel invites us to know and worship Jesus, who
makes all things new.
“This is truly an invaluable resource both for the
academic and for all who are seriously engaged in the
ministry of the word within the church.” —David R.
Bauer, Ralph Waldo Beeson Professor of Inductive
Biblical Studies and dean of the School of Biblical
Interpretation, Asbury Theological Seminary
AUTHOR
Charles L. Quarles is research professor of New
Testament and biblical theology and Charles Page
Chair of Biblical Theology at Southeastern Baptist
Theological Seminary. He is author of A Theology
of Matthew: Jesus Revealed as Deliverer, King, and
Incarnate Creator, and Matthew (Exegetical Guide
to the Greek New Testament).
Available January 2023
RELIGION / Biblical Commentary / New Testament / Jesus, the
Gospels & Acts, 978-1-6835-9658-5, Hardback, (5.5x8.5),

856 pages, $59.99
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“This volume is rich with
analysis of ancient evidence,
synthesis of contemporary
scholarship, and reflective
connections to biblical theology.
Because of these factors, this
volume itself would be an
excellent paratextual resource
to come alongside your study
of God's word.”

A modern translation
of the Apocrypha with
introductions by
David A. deSilva.

THE LEXHAM
OLD TESTAMENT
APOCRYPHA
A NEW TRANSLATION

Introduced by David A. deSilva
While the Apocrypha's canonical status is disputed,
it has been embraced by Christians over centuries
for personal study, devotion, and worship. The
diverse writings in the Apocrypha contain biblical
and post-biblical history, historical fiction, wisdom,
and liturgy. These books shed light on Second Temple
(intertestamental) Judaism and the New Testament,
and they continue to inspire readers today.
Beautifully typeset in a single-column format, The
Lexham Old Testament Apocrypha provides a literal
and contemporary translation for modern readers.
David A. deSilva briefly introduces each book,
providing context and insight. This volume includes
works typically omitted from other editions of the
Apocrypha, such as the Psalms of Solomon, the Greek
text of Enoch, and multiple versions of Tobit and the
additions to Daniel.
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INTRODUCED BY
David A. deSilva is the Trustees' Distinguished
Professor of New Testament and Greek at Ashland
Theological Seminary and the author of numerous
books, including Introducing the Apocrypha and An
Introduction to the New Testament.

—Ched Spellman, associate professor of biblical and
theological studies at Cedarville University and author of
Toward a Canon-Conscious Reading of the Bible

TEXT AND PARATEXT
BOOK ORDER, TITLE, AND
DIVISION AS KEYS TO BIBLICAL
INTERPRETATION

Gregory Goswell

Available February 2023
RELIGION / Biblical Studies / Old Testament / Apocrypha & Deuterocanonical, 978-1-6835-9661-5, Paperback (6×9), 424 pages,

$19.99

THE LEXHAM
ENGLISH
SEPTUAGINT
A NEW TRANSLATION

Ed. Ken M. Penner
BIBLES / Other English Translations
/ General, 978-1-6835-9344-7,

Hardback (6×9), 1502 pages,
$39.99

Context is king, so the maxim goes. Sensitivity to
context—of a verse, chapter, or book—is essential
for proper biblical interpretation. Yet the Bible
contains another set of key clues that readers rarely
consider. In Text and Paratext, Gregory Goswell
explores paratext and its implications for biblical
interpretation. Paratextual features are the parts
of a text that surround the main text itself, such
as a book's canonical location, title, and internal
divisions. These features have been intentionally
added to support the text and direct readers. Different
arrangements of the Old and New Testaments
reveal connections and associations. A book's title
announces the focus of its content. Book divisions
create breaks and form units of text. Commentary is
baked into paratextual features, making every Bible
a study Bible. Rather than veiling the text's meaning,
paratext highlights interpretive possibilities both

ancient and fresh. While often overlooked, paratextual
features guided interpretation throughout church
history and should inform our study of Scripture
today.With the help of glossaries and study questions,
Goswell's study equips readers to understand paratext
and its implications and become better interpreters of
the Bible.
AUTHOR
Gregory Goswell is academic dean and lecturer in Old
Testament at Christ College in Sydney, Australia. He is
coauthor (with Andrew Abernethy) of God's Messiah in
the Old Testament: Expectations of a King Across the Old
Testament and author of numerous academic articles
on text and paratext.
Available January 2023
RELIGION / Biblical Criticism & Interpretation / General

978-1-6835-9611-0, Paperback (6×9), 256 pages, $26.99
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Learn how Jesus's
faithfulness is both a
summons and pattern
for all who carry their
cross and follow him.

Solving the mystery
of Satan's messenger.
PAUL'S THORN
IN THE FLESH
NEW CLUES FOR
AN OLD PROBLEM

Kenneth Berding
Paul's enigmatic “thorn in the flesh” in 2 Corinthians
has baffled interpreters for centuries. Many offer
suggestions as to the identity of Satan's messenger;
others despair that the puzzle is unsolvable. In Paul's
Thorn in the Flesh: New Clues for an Old Problem,
Kenneth Berding reopens the case. He follows a
trail of clues that includes ancient beliefs about
curses, hints in Paul's letters, similarities with Jesus's
suffering, and the attempts of the earliest Christian
interpreters. Berding offers twenty criteria—some
familiar, others neglected—that any proposals must
explain. While the usual suspects fall short, Berding
suggests a new solution—one that satisfies all the
evidence and gives us a fuller view of Paul. Far from an
abstract puzzle, Paul's own suffering is relevant
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to Christians today, including Berding's own health
struggles.
AUTHOR
Kenneth Berding is professor of New Testament at
Talbot School of Theology.
Available February 2023
RELIGION / Biblical Studies / New Testament / Paul's Letters

978-1-6835-9683-7, Paperback (5.5×8.5), 280 pages,
$29.99

A RANSOM
FOR MANY

Daniel Brueske is adjunct professor of New Testament
at Midwestern Baptist Theological Seminary.

MARK 10:45 AS A KEY
TO THE GOSPEL

Available April 2023
RELIGION / Biblical Studies / New Testament / Jesus, the Gospels &
Acts, 978-1-6835-9561-8, Paperback (5.5×8.5), 200 pages,
$24.99

John J. R. Lee
& Daniel Brueske
"Not to be served, but to serve"
Unlike the Gospels of Luke and John, Mark's
Gospel never explicitly reveals any authorial intent.
In A Ransom for Many, John J. R. Lee and Daniel
Brueske identify Mark 10:45 as the heart of Mark's
Gospel. This single verse is the pivot point of Mark's
structure, themes, and message. Mark 10:45 is the
key that unlocks the Gospel's unique focus on true
discipleship.
AUTHORS
John J. R. Lee is associate professor of New Testament
at Midwestern Baptist Theological Seminary and
author of Christological Rereading of the Shema (Deut
6.4) in Mark's Gospel.

SIGNS OF
THE MESSIAH
AN INTRODUCTION
TO JOHN’S GOSPEL

Andreas J. Köstenberger
RELIGION / Biblical Studies / New
Testament / Jesus, the Gospels & Acts,
978-1-6835-9455-0, Hardback (5.5x8.5), 200
pages, $27.99
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STUDIES IN SCRIPTURE & BIBLICAL THEOLOGY
Studies in Scripture and Biblical Theology is a peer-reviewed series of contemporary monographs
exploring key topics and issues in biblical studies and biblical theology from an evangelical perspective.
See more titles in this series at LexhamPress.com/SSBT

READING THE BOOK OF THE TWELVE MINOR PROPHETS

STUDIES IN BIBLICAL
ARCHAEOLOGY, GEOGRAPHY,
AND HISTORY
Studies in Biblical Archaeology, Geography, and History is a peer-reviewed
series of contemporary monographs exploring key issues, locations, and
events in biblical archaeology, geography, and history.

Eds. David G. Firth & Brittany N. Melton
Reading the Book of the Twelve Minor Prophets confronts the unique challenges presented by this
daunting section of the Old Testament. Authors from a variety of perspectives consider questions about
hermeneutics and composition, reception history, theodicy, metaphors and characterization, and theology.
These essays provide insights from the history of interpretation and the latest in scholarship.

AHAB'S HOUSE OF HORRORS

Contributors include David G. Firth, John Goldingay, Tchavdar S. Hadjiev, Isabelle M. Hamley, Brittany N.
Melton, Anthony R. Petterson, Thomas Renz, S. D. Snyman, Beth M. Stovell, Heath A. Thomas, and Julie
Woods.

A HISTORIOGRAPHIC STUDY OF THE MILITARY
CAMPAIGNS OF THE HOUSE OF OMRI
Kyle R. Greenwood & David B. Schreiner

“This volume is sure to stimulate all who are interested in Hosea and Malachi!”
—Andrew T. Abernethy, professor of Old Testament, Wheaton College
Available October 2022

RELIGION / Biblical Studies /
Old Testament / Prophets, 9781-6835-9656-1, Paperback (6×9),
224 pages, $29.99

The extrabiblical testimony surrounding Israel's early history is difficult to assess
and synthesize. But numerous sources emerging from the ninth century BC onward
invite direct comparison with the biblical account. Particularly, important sources
speak to the characters and events surrounding the Omride dynasty—particularly
Omri's son Ahab, known for being the most wicked king in the history of Israel.

EDITORS
David G. Firth is tutor in Old Testament and academic dean at Trinity College, in Bristol, United Kingdom.
He is the author and editor of numerous books and commentaries, including Joshua (Evangelical Biblical
Theology Commentary) and 1 & 2 Samuel (Apollos Old Testament Commentary).

In Ahab's House of Horrors: A Historiographic Study of the Military Campaigns of the
House of Omri, Kyle R. Greenwood and David B. Schreiner examine the historical
records of Israel and its neighbors with attention to how they discuss the Omride
dynasty and military action. While Scripture generally gives a bleak depiction of the
Omride dynasty, extrabiblical evidence appears to tell another story. Inscriptions
and archeological evidence portray a period of Israelite geopolitical influence and
cultural sophistication. Rather than simply rejecting one source over another,
Greenwood and Schreiner press beyond polarization. They propose a nuanced
synthesis of testimonies by embracing the complex dynamics of ancient history
writing and the historical difficulties that surround the Omri dynasty.

Brittany N. Melton (PhD, University of Cambridge) is assistant professor of biblical and theological studies
at Palm Beach Atlantic University in Florida. She is the author of Where is God in the Megilloth? and coeditor
of Reading Lamentations Intertextually and Reading Esther Intertextually.

READING THE PSALMS THEOLOGICALLY
Eds. David M. Howard Jr. & Andrew J. Schmutzer
Reading the Psalms Theologically presents rich biblical-theological studies on the Psalter. The essays
interpret the Psalms as a carefully-composed book. Each study focuses on a biblical or theological
topic, drawing insights from past interpreters and current scholarship.
Contributors include David M. Howard, Michael K. Snearly, Peter C. W. Ho, James M. Hamilton, David
“Gunner” Gunderson, Seth D. Postell, Jill Firth, C. Hassell Bullock, May Young, Rolf A. Jacobson,
Philip S. Johnston, Daniel J. Estes, Ryan J. Cook, Jamie A. Grant, Andrew J. Schmutzer, J. Clinton
McCann, Jerome Skinner, J. Nathan Clayton, David C. Mitchell, and Michael G. McKelvey.

Available March 2023

RELIGION / Biblical Studies
/ Old Testament / Poetry &
Wisdom Literature, 978-16835-9652-3, Paperback (6×9),
334 pages, $29.99
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EDITORS
David M. Howard Jr. is professor of Old Testament and Hebrew at Bethel Seminary. He is the author
of numerous articles and books, including The Structure of Psalms 93-100, and coeditor of The Psalms:
Language for All Seasons of the Soul.
Andrew J. Schmutzer is professor of Bible at Moody Bible Institute and coeditor of The Psalms:
Language for All Seasons of the Soul.

Available March 2023
RELIGION / Biblical Studies / History & Culture

978-1-6835-9648-6, Paperback (5.5×8.5), 176
pages, $22.99

“Every student of this period and every serious teacher of the relevant biblical texts will
want to consult this valuable asset.”—Richard S. Hess, Distinguished Professor of Old
Testament, Denver Seminary
AUTHORS
Kyle R. Greenwood is administrative director of the master of arts program for
Development Associates International and affiliate associate professor of Old
Testament at Fuller Theological Seminary. He is the author of Scripture and
Cosmology: Reading the Bible Between the Ancient World and Modern Science.
David B. Schreiner is associate dean and associate professor of Old Testament at
Wesley Biblical Seminary and author of Pondering the Spade: Discussing Important
Convergences between Archaeology and Old Testament Study and 1 and 2 Kings
(Kerux Commentary).
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“This book not only explains
and informs but puts a finger
on the sore spots, how even
believers feel God's presence
very differently than their
predecessors. If you found
Charles Taylor's analysis
persuasive, I think you'll find
Minich's even more so.”

Reflections
from a prolific
and seasoned
theologian.
ON THEOLOGY
EXPLORATIONS AND
CONTROVERSIES

John M. Frame
John Frame is remarkable for his ability to pair profound
thought with lucid prose. On Theology: Explorations and
Controversies gathers eighty concise reflections on wideranging matters of theology, philosophy, and ethics, divided
into eight parts:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Theological Method
The Thomist Controversy
Systematic Theology
Essays from Lexham Survey of Theology
Essays from The Gospel Coalition's Concise Theology
Philosophy and Apologetics
Ethics and Politics
Personal Reflections

Whether considering age-old questions or current debates,
Frame evokes deep thinking about Christian theology in a
style that is accessible and engaging
AUTHOR
John M. Frame is retired J. D. Trimble Chair of Systematic
Theology and Philosophy at Reformed Theological
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Seminary in Orlando, Florida. He is the author of many
books, including Salvation Belongs to the Lord, A History
of Western Philosophy and Theology, and the four-volume
Theology of Lordship series.
Available 2023
RELIGION / Christian Theology / General

978-1-6835-9639-4, Paperback (5.75×8.75), 392 pages, $29.99/

NATURE'S CASE
FOR GOD
A BRIEF BIBLICAL ARGUMENT

John M. Frame
RELIGION / Christian Theology / Apologetics,
978-1-6835-9132-0, Paperback, (5x7), 136 pages,
$11.99

WE ARE ALL
PHILOSOPHERS
A CHRISTIAN INTRODUCTION TO
SEVEN FUNDAMENTAL QUESTIONS

—Michael Horton, J. Gresham Machen
Professor of Systematic Theology and
Apologetics, Westminster Seminary California

BULWARKS
OF UNBELIEF
ATHEISM AND DIVINE
ABSENCE IN A SECULAR AGE

Joseph Thomas Minich
Millions of people in the West identify as atheists.
Christians often respond to this reality with proofs
of God's existence, as though rational arguments for
atheism were the root cause of unbelief. In Bulwarks
of Unbelief, Joseph Thomas Minich argues that a
felt absence of God, as experienced by the modern
individual, offers a better explanation for the rise in
atheism. Recent technological and cultural shifts in
the modern West have produced a perceived challenge
to God's existence. As modern technoculture reshapes
our awareness of reality and belief in the invisible, it
in turn amplifies God's apparent silence. In this new
context, atheism is a natural result. And absent of
meaning from without, we have turned within.

Christians cannot escape this aspect of modern life.
Minich argues that we must consciously and actively
return to reality. If we reattune ourselves to God's
story, reintegrate the whole person, and reinhabit the
world, faith can thrive in this age of unbelief.
AUTHOR
Joseph Thomas Minich is a teaching fellow with
The Davenant Institute. He is the founding editor
of Ad Fontes and editor of several volumes with The
Davenant Press.
Available April 2023
RELIGION / Christian Theology / Apologetics

978-1-6835-9675-2, Hardback (5.5×8.5), 320 pages,
$32.99

John M. Frame
RELIGION / Christian Theology / General
978-1-6835-9310-2, Paperback, (5x7), 224 pages,
$15.99
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STUDIES IN HISTORICAL & SYSTEMATIC THEOLOGY
Studies in Historical & Systematic Theology is a peer-reviewed series of contemporary
monographs exploring key figures, themes, and issues in historical and systematic theology from
an evangelical perspective. See more titles in this series at LexhamPress.com/SHST.

A BOND BETWEEN SOULS
FRIENDSHIP IN THE LETTERS OF AUGUSTINE
Coleman M. Ford
The letters of Augustine offer a window into his life. They showcase
a theologian on the run, working through difficult pastoral issues.
They also show another side of Augustine: the theologian as friend.
In A Bond between Souls: Friendship in the Letters of Augustine,
Coleman M. Ford examines Augustine's understanding of
friendship. For Augustine, friendship is the overflow of love and is
essential for building Christlike virtue. Friendship differs by context
and relationship but is fundamentally rooted in the reality that,
in Christ, friendship with God has been restored. In this sense,
friendship is fundamentally a spiritual exercise.
With original research rooting Augustine's letter-writing, theology,
and understanding of friendship in antiquity, A Bond between Souls
helps readers to understand this doctor of the church in a deeper
way.
“This book opens up the private world of a very public man and deepens
our understanding of one of the greatest theologians of all time.”
—Gerald Bray, research professor, Beeson Divinity School
AUTHOR
Coleman M. Ford is assistant professor of humanities at Texas
Baptist College in Fort Worth, Texas.
Available November 2022
RELIGION / Christian Church / History

978-1-6835-9650-9, Paperback (6×9), 224 pages, $29.99

REFORMED
DOGMATICS IN
DIALOGUE
THE THEOLOGY OF KARL BARTH
AND JONATHAN EDWARDS

Eds. Uche Anizor & Kyle C. Strobel
“This stellar lineup shines a spotlight on
intriguing connections between these influential
modern theologians. As appropriating their
thought becomes increasingly complicated, this
set of essays can be a fresh catalyst for engaging
their dogmatic contributions.” —Daniel J.
Treier, Knoedler Professor of Theology,
Wheaton College
RELIGION / Christian Theology / History

978-1-6835-9617-2, Paperback (6×9), 336
pages, $29.99

THE QUEST TO SAVE
THE OLD TESTAMENT

VIRTUOUS
PERSUASION

MATHEMATICS, HIEROGLYPHICS, AND
PROVIDENCE IN ENLIGHTENMENT
ENGLAND

A THEOLOGY OF CHRISTIAN MISSION

David Ney

“Virtuous Persuasion is the most important
work on moral theology and missions that
currently exists. It should be in the hands
of everyone, scholar, clergy or lay, involved
in missions.” —D. Stephen Long, Cary M.
Maguire University Professor of Ethics,
Southern Methodist University

“Ney's discussion of one of the key arenas of
this modern moment of internal Christian
debate, in eighteenth-century Britain, is
fascinating, subtle, ground-breaking, and
brilliant. It is also theologically challenging,
exposing some of the essential issues in
contemporary Christian biblical interpretation
in a way that illuminates both their complexity
and inescapable importance. This is historical
and theological writing at its best.”
—Ephraim Radner, professor of historical
theology, Wycliffe College at the University
of Toronto

Michael Niebauer

RELIGION / Christian Ministry / Missions

978-1-6835-9505-2, Paperback (6×9), 304
pages, $29.99

RELIGION / Biblical Criticism & Interpretation / Old
Testament, 978-1-6835-9626-4, Paperback (6×9),

376 pages, $29.99
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“This one-volume
study of the theological
loci of our faith is well
balanced, judicious, and
comprehensive. It does not
shy away from detailing
what have been areas of
controversy over church
history, but it does so with
both charity and precision,
which makes it an ideal
textbook for introductory
courses in systematic
theology.”

God’s Word
creates what he
commands—
Reencounter the
radical doctrine
of justification by
faith alone.
JUSTIFICATION
BY THE WORD
RESTORING SOLA FIDE

Jack D. Kilcrease
In Justification by the Word, Jack D. Kilcrease
reintroduces Martin Luther’s key doctrine.
Though a linchpin of the Reformation, Luther’s
view of justification is often misunderstood.
For Luther, justification is an expression of
God’s creative Word. To understand Luther
on justification, one must grasp his doctrine
of the Word. The same God who declared “let
there be light”—and it was so—also declares
“your sins are forgiven.” Justification is an
objective reality. It is achieved in Christ’s
resurrection and received through an
encounter with the risen Christ in Word and
sacrament. Justification turns us outward, away
from our own unsteady feelings and limited
understanding, to look to Christ. And the
church must preach justification, lest we so
easily forfeit the joy of the gospel.
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“Luther has often been made into a hero of modern
subjectivity, as if it’s all about having faith. Jack
Kilcrease corrects the record: it’s all about the
gracious Word of God, which gives us faith in the
heart and every other good gift in Christ.”
—Phillip Cary, professor of philosophy, Eastern
University; author of The Meaning
of Protestant Theology
AUTHOR
Jack D. Kilcrease is a professor of historical
and systematic theology at the Institute of
Lutheran Theology in Brookings, South Dakota.
Available September 2022
RELIGION / Christian Theology / Soteriology

978-1-6835-9603-5, Hardback (6×9), 456 pages, $39.99

—Michael A. G. Haykin,
chair & professor of church
history, The Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary

CHRISTIAN
THEOLOGY
BIBLICAL, HISTORICAL,
AND SYSTEMATIC

Adam Harwood
The church has been entrusted with God’s
revelation—and to steward the word of truth, we
must confess the Bible’s teaching with clarity and
conviction. Adam Harwood’s Christian Theology is
both biblically faithful and historically informed,
providing a fresh synthesis of the essential
doctrines of the faith. Writing from a Free Will
Baptist perspective, Harwood brings fresh insights
that many systematic theologies lack.
With readable prose, suggestions for further study,
and discussion questions, Christian Theology will
equip students and pastors to clarify and articulate
what they believe and why.

“This generation of evangelicals and Baptists has
long required a new and widely trusted singleauthor systematic theology. I am elated to endorse
this careful, learned, and broad-based exemplar of
Christian orthodoxy for use in the classroom, in
the pastor’s study, and in the academically-inclined
layperson’s library.” —Malcolm B. Yarnell, research
professor of theology, Southwestern Baptist
Theological Seminary
AUTHOR
Adam Harwood is McFarland Chair of Theology,
director of the Baptist Center for Theology &
Ministry, and editor of the Journal for Baptist
Theology & Ministry at New Orleans Baptist
Theological Seminary in New Orleans, Louisiana.
He is the author of Born Guilty? A Southern Baptist
View of Original Sin and The Spiritual Condition of
Infants: A Biblical-Historical Survey and Systematic
Proposal.
Available October 2022
RELIGION / Christian Theology / Systematic

978-1-6835-9601-1, Hardback (6×9), 760 pages, $59.99
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“It's exhausting
being enough.
But pastor, the
good news is that
you cannot be
enough. Because
only Jesus is
enough.”
PASTOR, JESUS IS
ENOUGH
COMFORT, HOPE, AND PEACE
FOR THE WEARY, THE BURNT
OUT, AND THE BROKEN

Jeremy Writebol
In Pastor, Jesus is Enough, Jeremy Writebol invites
pastors to hear the words of the risen Jesus in
Revelation 2–3. These chapters are often seen as
letters directed to churches. And they are. But they are
also for the churches' pastors.
In these seven letters, Jesus comes close to pastors—
whether hurting or straying—and reminds them of
his sufficiency. In these warnings and promises, Jesus
has hard words for pastors. But they are words of life.
Most of all, Jesus urges pastors to keep their focus on
him.

AUTHOR
Jeremy Writebol is lead campus pastor of Woodside
Bible Church in Plymouth, Michigan, and executive
director of Gospel-Centered Discipleship. He is the
author of everPresent: How the Gospel Relocates Us in the
Present.
Available March 2023
RELIGION / Christian Ministry / Pastoral Resources

978-1-6835-9673-8, Paperback (5.5×8.5), 192 pages,
$16.99

“Beautiful,
theologically rich, and
soul-stirring. This is a
work that thoughtful
believers will be
interacting with for
years to come.”
—Daniel

Darling, director of the Land
Center for Cultural Engagement at
Southwestern Baptist Theological
Seminary

ON EARTH
AS IN HEAVEN
THEOPOLIS FUNDAMENTALS

AUTHOR
Peter J. Leithart is president of the Theopolis
Institute, a Christian think tank and training center
based in Birmingham, Alabama.
Available September 2022

Peter J. Leithart

RELIGION / Christian Living / Calling & Vocation

The heavenly city of God resurrects the cities of men.
On Earth as in Heaven calls the church to embrace
her identity and mission as one shaped by biblical
theology and liturgy. The world grows increasingly
polarized and politicized, but the church's commission
remains unchanged. Christians carry out Jesus's
mission by being the church. To change the world,
the church needs only to be what she is—the bride
of Christ—and to do what she does—teach, preach,
sing, pray, break bread. Cultural and political mission
and individual witness and service all spring from
the church's liturgical life. As the church proclaims
God's word and practices vibrant liturgy, she is God's
heavenly city, shining as a light to the world.

978-1-6835-9613-4, Hardback (5.5×8.5), 480 pages,
$34.99

BAPTISM
A GUIDE TO LIFE FROM DEATH

Peter J. Leithart
978-1-6835-9463-5, Hardback (5x7), 128 pages,
$15.99

THE TEN
COMMANDMENTS
A GUIDE TO THE PERFECT LAW
OF LIBERTY

Peter J. Leithart
978-1-6835-9355-3, Hardback (5x7), 104 pages,
$15.99
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LEXHAM MINISTRY GUIDES
FOR THE CARE OF SOULS
The Lexham Ministry Guides, edited by Harold L. Senkbeil, offer practical, proven wisdom for the
church. But wisdom takes time. The authors in this series developed their wisdom through years of
ministry experience and conversations with colleagues. These books invite you to enter into these
conversations to better serve the Savior’s sheep and lambs with confidence. You will find hands-on
tools, lessons from years of ministry experience, and an array of resources to apply to your own
ministry context. See more titles in the series at LexhamPress.com/LMG.

PASTORAL VISITATION

FOR THE CARE OF SOULS
Tyler C. Arnold
Many consider pastoral visitation antiquated and impractical. People
seem busier than ever, and technology appears to trivialize personal
contact. As a result, personal visits are often reserved only for the gravest
of situations.
Tyler C. Arnold argues that pastoral visitation is essential to the pastoral
role. In Scripture, God visits his people to show his personal interest and
concern. This is seen most clearly in the incarnation. Christ’s ministry is
one of presence. But Jesus is not only an example of visitation ministry;
he is the embodiment of it. And in visitation, pastors and laypeople
continue Jesus’s ministry by bringing Christ to the individual in their very
place of need.
Established in strong theological foundations and sensitive to
contemporary concerns, Pastoral Visitation exhorts pastors to return to
this classic method of individual soul-care.
Available January 2023
RELIGION / Christian Ministry / General

978-1-6835-9623-3, Hardback (4.25×7),
232 pages, $19.99

“This excellent pastoral handbook by Tyler Arnold is most timely in its
winsome, practical approach to this fraught issue.” —John W. Kleinig,
lecturer emeritus, Australian Lutheran College, Adelaide; author
Wonderfully Made: A Protestant Theology of the Body
AUTHOR
Tyler C. Arnold is senior pastor of Christ Lutheran Church in Platte
Woods, Missouri, and a fellow on the Collegium of Pastors for
DOXOLOGY: The Lutheran Center for Spiritual Care and Counsel.
SERIES EDITOR
Harold L. Senkbeil is executive director emeritus of DOXOLOGY: The
Lutheran Center for Spiritual Care. His pastoral experience of nearly five
decades includes parish ministry, the seminary classroom, and parachurch
leadership. He is author of numerous books, including award-winning
The Care of Souls, Christ and Calamity, and Dying to Live.
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FUNERALS

STEWARDSHIP

Tim Perry

Nathan Meador
& Heath R. Curtis

FOR THE CARE
OF SOULS

SPIRITUAL WARFARE

FOR THE CARE OF SOULS
Harold Ristau
Jesus Christ is the light that no darkness can overcome.
Spiritual warfare isn’t always obvious. It’s normally not
scary or spooky; it’s usually rather mundane. Yet it’s real
and always miraculous.
In Spiritual Warfare, Harold Ristau shows how faithful
spiritual warfare isn’t about secret methods and rituals.
Rather, for the care of souls, pastors already have all they
need in God’s word. The Spirit’s gifts equip Christians for
whatever challenges await them in ministry—even fighting
against the wiles of the devil. Spiritual Warfare helps pastors
inform, prepare, and equip the saints for the battle. The good
fight is fought in prayer and worship. As the church preaches
the forgiveness of sins, the darkness is pierced with the light
of Christ and those in bondage are freed.
AUTHOR
Harold Ristau is associate professor of theology at
Concordia Lutheran Theological Seminary. He is a former
chaplain in the Canadian Armed Forces (2006–2017) and
was deployed twice to Afghanistan. He is the author of At
Peace with War, My First Exorcism, and When You Fast.

“This is the best of pastoral
theology: wise at discerning
the times, gentle in its
recommendations for the care of
souls, incendiary as it fires the
pastoral vocation all over again.
Reading Funerals will remind you
why you wanted to be a pastor in
the first place.”—Jason Byassee,
Butler Chair in Homiletics and
Biblical Interpretation, The
Vancouver School of Theology;
author of Surprised by Jesus
Again
RELIGION / Christian Living /
Death, Grief, Bereavement

978-1-6835-9473-4, Hardback
(4.25×7), 280 pages, $17.99

FOR THE CARE
OF SOULS

“Nathan Meador and Heath Curtis
bring years of pastoral ministry
experience to this project, weaving
together theological commitments,
biblical understanding, wisdom
from their years of service, and
insightful counsel for teaching and
addressing these vitally important
issues in the life of a congregation.”
—David S. Dockery, president,
International Alliance for
Christian Education and
Distinguished Professor of
Theology, Southwestern
Seminary
RELIGION / Christian Living /
Stewardship & Giving

978-1-6835-9495-6, Hardback
(4.25×7), 144 pages, $19.99

Available January 2023
RELIGION / Christian Living / Spiritual Warfare

978-1-6835-9621-9, Hardback (4.25×7), 296 pages, $19.99
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JESUS AND GENDER
LIVING AS SISTERS AND
BROTHERS IN CHRIST

Elyse M. Fitzpatrick
& Eric Schumacher

“Feed yourself
on the riches
here; you will
be thankful
that you did.”
—Paul David Tripp, pastor; author

FAITH IN THE
WILDERNESS
WORDS OF EXHORTATION
FROM THE CHINESE CHURCH

Ed. Hannah Nation & Simon Liu
“If we want revival in our communities, then let us
learn from those being revived.”
For many Western Christians, the experience of
suffering and persecution is remote. For Chinese
Christians, on the other hand, persecution is a regular
aspect of the Christian life. If a Christian from the
West was transported to a Chinese house church, the
topic of suffering would be ever-present in preaching
and conversation. With decades of persecution
under government oppression and a rich theology of
suffering, the Chinese house church movement has
much to contribute theologically to the global church.
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In Faith in the Wilderness, editors Hannah Nation and
Simon Liu pull together the insights of the Chinese
Church for the West. These sermonic letters from
Chinese Christians will awaken readers to the reality
of the gospel—the ground of our hope—in the midst
of darkness. Readers will be convicted, encouraged,
and edified by the testimony of these Chinese
Christians.
EDITORS
Hannah Nation is communications and content
director for China Partnership and co-editor of Grace
to the City: Studies in the Gospel from China.
Simon Liu is a pastor and mentor to pastors in China.
Over the past decade, he has been involved in over 140
church plants across China.
RELIGION / Christian Living / Spiritual Growth

978-1-6835-9604-2, Paperback (5.25×8), 192 pages, $16.99

Many Christian women and men carry heavy burdens. Much
teaching on gender relations, roles, and rules binds the
conscience beyond what Scripture actually teaches. Gender has
become a battleground for power. But God created men and
women not to compete for glory but to cooperate for his glory.
In Jesus and Gender, Elyse Fitzpatrick and Eric Schumacher
paint a new vision for gender—Christ’s gentle and lowly heart.
The centrality of the gospel has been lost in gender debates.
Our ultimate example is Jesus, our humble king, who used his
power to serve others. So we must rethink our identities, roles,
and relationships around him. Christ transformed enemies into
family. Men and women are allies in God’s mission.
Drawing from Scripture and experience, Fitzpatrick and
Schumacher show how Jesus’s example speaks to all areas of
our lives as men and women, including vocation, marriage,
parenting, friendships, and relating to each other as sisters
and brothers in Christ. Real-life testimonies from a variety of
Christians—including Christine Caine, Justin Holcomb, Karen
Swallow Prior, and others—show a variety of men and women
freed to pursue their gifts for God’s glory.
Fitzpatrick and Schumacher’s perspective untangles what God
has said about gender from what he hasn’t. By coming to Jesus,
women and men can find rest.
“Powerful. Enlightening. Inspiring. … This book is a gift to all
siblings in Christ.” —Derwin L. Gray, cofounder and lead pastor
of Transformation Church
AUTHORS
Elyse Fitzpatrick is a bestselling author, national speaker,
and ministry leader. She is director of Counsel from the Cross
Ministries and author of over twenty-five books. She earned
an MA in biblical counseling from Trinity Theological Seminary
and has been married for more than forty years.
Eric Schumacher is associate pastor of Grand Avenue Baptist
Church in Ames, Iowa, and coauthor, with Elyse Fitzpatrick,
of Worthy: Celebrating the Value of Women. He earned his MDiv
from Southern Baptist Theological Seminary and has been
married for over twenty years.
RELIGION / Christian Living / General

978-1-6835-9587-8, Hardback (5.25×8.5), 304 pages, $24.99

“If you only ever
read one book about
God’s intention for
female and male
relationships, read
this one.”
—Christine Caine, founder of A21

and Propel Women

Learn more about the
companion video series:
LexhamPress.com/
Jesus-and-Gender
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POINTING TO THE
PASTURELANDS

THE BEST OF
CHRISTIANITY TODAY

REFLECTIONS ON
EVANGELICALISM,
DOCTRINE, & CULTURE

J. I. Packer

STEWARDS
OF THE EARTH

Anglican theologian J. I. Packer was one of the most widely
respected Christian writers of the twentieth century.
Author of over forty books and named one of the most
influential evangelicals by Time magazine and the readers
of Christianity Today, Packer’s impact is immense. He was
known for profound theological writing that was always
lively and worshipful.

CHRISTIANITY AND
CREATION CARE
Evangelicals have a complex relationship with
environmentalism. Some lament the church’s apparent
disinterest in humanity’s negative impact upon the earth.
Others denounce environmentalism as a distraction from the
church’s mission. In the face of polarization over the issue,
how should evangelicals steward creation well?

“Hands-down one of
the best one-stop-shop
volumes on evangelical
thinking about creation
care over the last few
decades.”
—A. J. Swoboda, assistant professor of Bible, theology,
and world Christianity, Bushnell University
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Stewards of the Earth collects five decades of articles from
Christianity Today that display the diversity and development
of evangelical perspectives on creation care. Some articles
address the concerns evangelicals have over cooperating with
the broader environmentalist movement or lay out positive
ways to navigate or overcome these hesitations. Other articles
present constructive approaches to creation care. Readers will
gain a nuanced view of evangelical thought over the decades.
With a new introduction by Loren Wilkinson and
contributions from writers like Bill McKibben, Ronald Sider,
Leslie Leyland Fields, and Andy Crouch, these essays preserve
the wisdom of the past to provide insight for the future.
“Here we are reintroduced to ourselves—yesterday and today.
And in the midst, we are challenged to think better about
what it is we are trying to do—for ourselves, our planet, and
our children. Perspective is a powerful thing.”
—Sandra Richter, author of Stewards of Eden: What Scripture
Says about the Environment
RELIGION / Christian Living / Social Issues

978-1-6835-9581-6, Hardback (5×8), 304 pages, $22.99

Pointing to the Pasturelands recovers several decades of
Packer’s contributions to the pages of Christianity Today.
This includes his editorial columns, longer articles, and
brief answers to readers’ theology questions. The book
concludes with a profile of Packer from Mark A. Noll. Enjoy
timeless insights from a man whose life was devoted to
knowing God and making him known.

“At once both a commentary on the times and
explications of the faith, these shorter pieces are
delightful, devotional gems.”
—Carl R. Trueman, professor of biblical
and religious studies, Grove City College
“I think I read every one of these pieces when they
first appeared; I am grateful beyond words that
this new format allows me to read them again.”
—D. A. Carson, professor emeritus of New
Testament, Trinity Evangelical Divinity School
“Nearly six decades of gold. An indispensable
volume for any Packer reader.”
—Tony Reinke, journalist, and author of
Newton on the Christian Life: To Live Is Christ
“This collection of his work should be in the
possession of every pastor, every Christian leader,
everyone who dares to live out the gospel. Keep
this volume on your shelf and make it a habit to
read one or two selections every day.”
—Daniel Darling, director of the Land Center
for Cultural Engagement at Southwestern
Baptist Theological Seminary

AUTHOR
J. I. Packer (1926–2020) was educated at Oxford and
ordained a priest at St. John’s Harborne. In 1970 he
became principal at Tyndale Hall, and joined the faculty at
Regent College in Vancouver, Canada in 1979. He served
as Honourary Assistant at St. John’s Anglican Church in
Vancouver for thirty-seven years.
Packer wrote over forty books, including Evangelism and the
Sovereignty of God, Knowing God, and A Quest for Godliness.
He co-authored over a dozen other books, was an editor
at Christianity Today for more than thirty years, and served
as general editor of the English Standard Version Bible.
Time magazine named him one of the “25 Most Influential
Evangelicals in America” in 2005.
RELIGION / Christian Theology / General

978-1-6835-9543-4, Hardback (5×8), 320 pages, $24.99
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AFTER THE
REVOLUTION

THE WORD FROM
THE BEGINNING

SEX AND THE SINGLE
EVANGELICAL

THE PERSON AND WORK OF
JESUS IN THE GOSPEL OF JOHN

David J. Ayers

Bruce G. Schuchard

“In a Christian world that is increasingly
skeptical of its own history of sexual and
marital instruction, this book covers
territory old and new. The discerning
evangelical will profit from reading
Ayers, whose realism and biblical faith drives him to ask and answer
questions—and then to offer informed advice—in ways that only a
sociologist can.”—Mark Regnerus, professor of sociology, University
of Texas-Austin; author of The Future of Christian Marriage

“Bruce Schuchard has written a
beautiful little book that is succinct,
insightful, and imminently readable.
Schuchard's deep understanding of the
Fourth Gospel is obvious on every page,
as he guides his readers through the unfolding story of the Word Made
Flesh.”—Craig A. Evans, John Bisagno Distinguished Professor of
Christian Origins, Houston Baptist University

RELIGION / Christian Living / Social Issues

Gospels & Acts, 978-1-6835-9602-8, Hardback (6×9), 160 pages, $24.99

Available September 22, RELIGION / Biblical Studies / New Testament / Jesus, the

HOW THE CHURCH
FATHERS READ THE
BIBLE

FAITH IN THE NEW
TESTAMENT

A SHORT INTRODUCTION

Adolf Schlatter

Gerald Bray
“A delightful sketch of the goals and
assumptions by which the church
fathers read holy Scripture.”
—Kathryn Greene-McCreight,
affiliate priest, Christ Church,
New Haven; spiritual director, Annand Program, Yale Divinity
School
RELIGION / Christian Church / History

978-1-6835-9583-0, Hardback (5.5×8), 208 pages, $24.99

978-1-6835-9577-9, Paperback (5×8), 368 pages, $24.99

A STUDY IN BIBLICAL THEOLOGY
“I'm delighted to see this longoverdue
excellent and faithful translation of
Adolf Schlatter's brilliant awardwinning monograph on faith in the
New Testament. While written in 1885,
the work is eminently relevant and
provides a proper, highly illuminating framework for contemporary
discussions on the nature of faith in the writings of Paul.”
—Andreas J. Köstenberger, cofounder of Biblical Foundations
and translator of Adolf Schlatter's The History of the Christ and
The Theology of the Apostles
RELIGION / Biblical Criticism & Interpretation / New Testament, 978-1-6835-

9619-6, Hardback (6×9), 496 pages, $49.99

ILLUSTRATING WELL
PREACHING SERMONS THAT
CONNECT

Jim L. Wilson
“This is a book I will read every couple
of years for the rest of my preaching
career. Illustrating Well is another
great tool for the preaching toolbox.”
—Shawn Beaty, senior pastor, Clovis
Hills Community Church
RELIGION / Christian Ministry / Preaching

978-1-6835-9589-2, Paperback (5×8), 216 pages, $19.99

SUFFERING,
NOT POWER
ATONEMENT IN
THE MIDDLE AGES

Benjamin Wheaton
“No scholar of the atonement can fail
to grapple with Benjamin Wheaton's
careful historical study of its concepts
in the Middle Ages.”—W. Ross
Hastings, Sangwoo Youtong Chee
Professor of Theology, Regent College
RELIGION / Christian Theology / Soteriology

978-1-6835-9599-1, Paperback (5.5×8.5), 280 pages, $26.99

PASTORAL ETHICS
MORAL FORMATION AS LIFE
IN THE TRINITY

W. Ross Hastings
“This fine book did my heart—and
mind!—good in many significant
ways. ... I hope this book encourages
and equips many in facing the
complex challenges of contemporary
discipleship.”—Richard J. Mouw,
president emeritus, Fuller Seminary; senior research fellow,
Paul B. Henry Institute for the Study of Christianity and
Politics, Calvin University
RELIGION / Christian Theology / Ethics

978-1-6835-9545-8, Paperback (5.5×8.5), 352 pages, $29.99

RUTH

THE GATES OF HELL

A GUIDE TO READING BIBLICAL
HEBREW

AN UNTOLD STORY OF FAITH
AND PERSEVERANCE IN THE
EARLY SOVIET UNION

Adam Howell

978-1-6835-9595-3, Hardback (6×9), 512 pages, $29.99

978-1-6835-9557-1, Paperback (6×8.5), 336 pages, $32.99

THE KLAAS
SCHILDER READER

DISCIPLESHIP AND IDENTITY
FOR EMERGING ADULTS

THE ESSENTIAL
THEOLOGICAL WRITINGS

“In every generation, congregations cry
out to know how to reach young people.
Formation for Mission provides exactly
this insight. Deftly weaving together the
concepts of mission, spiritual formation, and emerging adulthood
while accounting for the many psychological, sociological, behavioral,
and cultural crosscurrents that intersect them, it offers an unblinking
view of what it is like to be an emerging adult in twenty-first-century
America.”—Mark R. Teasdale, E. Stanley Jones Professor of
Evangelism, Garrett-Evangelical Theological Seminary

“A precious work. A quiet yet insistent
call for us to remain as faithful
Christians in our present times.”—Ivan
Elko, general bishop, Evangelical
A. C. Church in Slovakia
RELIGION / Christianity / History
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FORMATION
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Ed. Mary T. Lederleitner , Andrew
MacDonald & Rick Richardson

Matthew Heise

“An informative, highly useful, and
visually attractive guide to the Hebrew
text of Ruth.”—Duane A. Garrett,
professor of Old Testament, The
Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary

Klaas Schilder
“Schilder's prophetic voice
reminds the Reformed tradition
that our cultural endeavors must
be cruciform—that our kingdom
endeavors are in the service of a
King who bears scars. This reader is an excellent opportunity for
Schilder's voice to be heard more widely.”—James K. A. Smith,
professor of philosophy, Gary and Henrietta Byker Chair in
Applied Reformed Theology and Worldview, Calvin University,
Grand Rapids

ENDURE
BUILDING FAITH FOR THE LONG
RUN

Daniel Ritchie
“Daniel's book is as powerful and
insightful as his testimony. I can assure
you that you've never met another
Christian like Daniel, and his book will
impact you at a fundamental level.
God has written his story in a way that
enables him to speak with authority on
building a faith that lasts.”—J. D. Greear, pastor, The Summit
Church, Raleigh-Durham; author of Just Ask!
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978-1-6835-9541-0, Paperback (5×8), 192 pages, $14.99
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